Six Sigma is used to improve business processes by utilizing statistical analysis rather than guesswork.

Lean Six Sigma uses collaborative team effort to improve performance by removing waste and reducing variation.

Six Sigma & Lean are two separate tracks, each with several levels of certification, from yellow belt to black belt.

Six Benefits of Six Sigma Training

★ Helps organizations eliminate errors
★ Improves business process
★ Ensures compliance
★ Helps nurture leadership ability
★ Excellent salary
★ Applicable across industries

Why Six Sigma & Lean Training?

Gaining a Six Sigma or Lean certification is a great career move. Whether you work in logistics, financing, or manufacturing, prospective employers will look for Six Sigma or Lean qualifications.

Job Outlook

Six Sigma jobs can apply anywhere. Six Sigma or Lean certification can give you the opportunity you need to excel. Six Sigma professionals continue to be in demand, as companies seek to cut costs, improve processes, and reduce waste.

Enroll online at:
sps.cofc.edu/mindedge-courses

Or contact College of Charleston School of Professional Studies at:

sps@cofc.edu
843-953-6684